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Abstract

A gold microdisc has been used to determine the diffusion coefficient (D) for dimethylamine borane (DMAB) in concentrated alkaline solution. Two steady state oxidation waves are resolved through the use of microelectrodes. Using the D value determined, the coulomb number for both oxidation waves was shown to be 3. The first wave may be further resolved in dilute solutions revealing three 1-electron steps. The concentration range wherein the maximum coulombic efficiency for DMAB oxidation on gold may be achieved is demonstrated. An oxidation pathway with a variable coulomb number is suggested.
1. Introduction

Dimethylamine borane (DMAB), (CH$_3$)$_2$NHBH$_3$, is a technologically significant reducing agent for the electroless chemical deposition of metals [1-8], alloys [9-12], semiconductors [13,14] and most recently insulators [15]. Electroless deposition exhibits an advantage over electrodeposition in that deposition on insulators is possible following a catalytic activation of the substrate. In microelectronics applications the driver for the use of electroless plating baths has been the replacement of expensive vacuum metallisation methods with a low cost, low temperature, selective deposition method [16]. The practical use of DMAB as a reductant in electroless deposition has generated much interest in unraveling the mechanism of its oxidation [6,7,17]. To assist in plating bath formulation a thorough understanding of the reductant oxidation process is required [7,16]. Recently, a molecular orbital analysis has suggested a multi-step reaction proceeding via five-coordinate intermediates, BH$_x$(OH)$_y$ [6]. A coulomb number, n, of 3 was assigned to the overall process given in equation 1 where the oxidation number of boron changes from −3 to 3.

\[
(CH_3)_2NHBH_3 + 4OH^- = B(OH)_4^- + (CH_3)_2NH + \frac{3}{2}H_2 + 3e^- \quad [1]
\]

Analysis of the adsorption-desorption behaviour of DMAB on Au substrates in base using coupled electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance and cyclic voltammetric techniques identified two transient borane-containing reactive intermediates during the irreversible oxidation of DMAB given by equation 2 [7]. The precise nature of the reactive intermediates was not established.

\[
BH_3(OH)^- + 3OH^- = BO_2^- + \frac{3}{2}H_2 + 3e^- + 2H_2O \quad [2]
\]
In a cyclic voltammetric study of the oxidation behaviour of DMAB at a Au macroelectrode in base Burke et al. [17] emphasised the role of active Au cations and surface oxide layer in the overall oxidation of DMAB given by equation 3 which represents maximum coulombic efficiency for the oxidation reaction.

\[
\text{BH}_3(\text{OH})^- + 8\text{OH}^- = \text{BO}_3^{3-} + 6\text{e}^- + 6\text{H}_2\text{O} \quad [3]
\]

We describe here an investigation into the electrochemical oxidation pathway of DMAB at a Au microdisc in base to assist in the determination of the oxidation mechanism with a view to optimisation of electroless plating bath formulations and their operation. To date, critical information (namely \( n \) and \( D \)) has been absent in the analysis of DMAB oxidation. Bard et al. [18,19] demonstrated the application of microelectrodes in elucidating the multistage process of borohydride oxidation. A Au microdisc in base was used to directly determine \( D \) for borohydride and subsequently \( n \) with a value of 8 for its oxidation to borate inferred [18]. A study of this system using fast-scan cyclic voltammetry and scanning electrochemical microscopy distinguished at least two quasi-reversible stages in the oxidation pathway, the first of which was assigned a 2-electron transfer reaction [19]. Our approach seeks to exploit the unique properties of microelectrodes to further elucidate the mechanism of DMAB oxidation. The detection of subnanoamp current permits the analysis of dilute solutions. Furthermore, the virtual negation of charging current and Ohmic potential drop enables acquisition of undistorted voltammetric data. Our preliminary findings provide data for the further analysis of DMAB oxidation at Au in base.
2. Experimental.

Dimethylamine borane (minimum purity 97 %) and sodium hydroxide (minimum purity 99 %) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received. Deionised water of resistivity 18 MΩ cm was used to prepare all solutions. The working electrode was a 10 µm diameter Au microdisc (Princeton Applied Research) supplied by Advanced Measurement Technology, UK. This was polished with 0.5 µm alumina powder obtained from Struers on a Buehler polishing cloth for 1-2 minutes and rinsed in deionised water. A 0.5 mm diameter Pt electrode of 37 mm length (IJ Cambria) was used as counter electrode. A Ag/AgCl, KCl saturated electrode (IJ Cambria) was used as reference. The potential of the working electrode was controlled using a CH Instruments potentiostat model 620A. The effective cell volume was 20 ml. All solutions were purged with nitrogen for 20 minutes prior to experiments in order to remove oxygen. All experiments were performed at 20 °C.

3. Results and Discussion.

Au in base is the choice system for voltammetric investigation [7,17] of the oxidation pathway for DMAB. The virtual absence of a hydrogen adsorption region and negligible background current at Au in the potential region corresponding to DMAB oxidation permits analysis of low concentrations of DMAB. The oxidation at gold electrodes has been reported to involve electron loss of between 2 and 6 coupled to possible abstraction of the component hydrogen atoms. [6,7,17] In highly alkaline solution it is expected that DMAB will exist as the hydroxytrihydroborate ion,
BH₃(OH)⁻, [3,7,17] which may undergo oxidation with maximum coulombic efficiency on Au in base according to the reaction,

\[
\text{BH}_3(\text{OH})^- + 6\text{OH}^- = \text{B(OH)}_4^- + 3\text{H}_2\text{O} + 6e^- \quad [4]
\]

Competing chemical hydrolysis of DMAB with evolution of hydrogen, given by equation 5, is expected to be minimal at pH values in excess of 12 [18, 20].

\[
\text{BH}_3(\text{OH})^- + 3\text{H}_2\text{O} = \text{B(OH)}_4^- + 3\text{H}_2 \quad [5]
\]

Typical behaviour for gold in 1 mol dm⁻³ NaOH is seen in the cyclic voltammogram (CV) recorded over the potential range -0.75 to +0.68 V for a 10 µm diameter microdisc electrode shown in Fig 1. This voltammogram shows that negligible current (subnanoamp) flows in the absence of DMAB over the potential range -0.75 to -0.35 V. The onset of monolayer oxide formation is shown to occur above +0.05 V with the corresponding oxide reduction peak on the reverse sweep. This potential region leads to complications in the analysis of the second DMAB oxidation wave described below. When 10 mmol dm⁻³ DMAB is added to the 1 mol dm⁻³ NaOH solution a well-defined CV (Fig. 2) is achieved at a Au microdisc consisting of two irreversible anodic waves. The magnitude of the current for both anodic waves is equal. The first anodic wave commencing at −1.0 V exhibits a mass transport-controlled steady-state current at −0.55 V (see Fig. 3). A linear dependence of steady state current with concentration for the first wave was found over a restricted concentration range (5 to 130 mmol dm⁻³) indicated in Fig. 4.

The second anodic wave commencing at −0.40 V is inhibited at 0.10 V due to Au monolayer oxide formation but is reactivated at 0.15 V in the subsequent reverse sweep as the oxide layer is reduced. Upon reduction of the oxide layer a new, catalytically active surface at the Au electrode forms thereby reactivating the surface
for DMAB oxidation. This results in an increase in the magnitude of the oxidation current for DMAB on the reverse sweep relative to the forward sweep. This type of behaviour has been observed for the oxidation of formaldehyde at a Ag-modified glassy carbon electrode [21] and for DMAB oxidation at Au macroelectrodes [8,17]. The complication of the coincident Au monolayer oxide formation in this potential region prohibits further analysis of this wave. The current achieved on the reverse sweep is two times that achieved for the first wave.

When the DMAB concentration exceeded 165 mmol dm$^{-3}$ or alternatively when the ratio (R) of hydroxide ions to DMAB is below ca. 6 the measured currents did not increase linearly with DMAB concentration and the reverse sweep did not retrace the forward sweep. In these cases the evolution of gas, presumably hydrogen, was obvious. This result clearly indicates the upper useful concentration range for electroless plating baths in strongly alkaline solutions. This behaviour suggests the stoichiometry for the electrode reaction varies with R, realised as a decreased coulombic efficiency for DMAB oxidation when R is less than ca. 6 due to competing hydrogen evolution. Investigations by several groups into the oxidation of borohydride also revealed a variation of the coulomb number for borohydride oxidation with the ratio of borohydride to OH$^-$ concentration [22-26].

The diffusion coefficient of DMAB was directly determined by analysing the chronoamperometric response for the first anodic wave which reaches a steady state at -0.55 V using a method introduced by Bard et al. [18] that does not require prior knowledge of n. They showed that the current ratio, $I_{(t)}/I_{ss}$, recorded for an electroactive species at a microdisc in response to a potential step is a linear function
of \( t^{1/2} \) and fits the expressions given in equations 6 and 7 for short and long current sampling times, respectively, following the potential step.

\[
\frac{I(t)}{I_{ss}} = 0.7854 + \left( \frac{\pi^{1/2}}{4} \right) r(Dt)^{-1/2} \quad [6]
\]

\[
\frac{I(t)}{I_{ss}} = 1 + \left( \frac{2}{\pi^{3/2}} \right) r(Dt)^{-1/2} \quad [7]
\]

where \( r \) is microdisc radius, \( I_{ss} \) is steady-state current and \( I(t) \) is current at time, \( t \).

For 20 mmol dm\(^{-3}\) DMAB in 1 mol dm\(^{-3}\) NaOH an \( I_{ss} \) of 100 nA was recorded (conditions given in Figure 3 were employed). Current transients in response to a potential step from \(-1.15\) to \(-0.55\) V were recorded for this solution. The intercepts of the straight-line plots of \( I(t)/I_{ss} \) versus \( t^{-1/2} \) shown in Figs. 5 and 6, for short and long times, respectively, suitably agree with those predicted theoretically. The \( D \) values determined from the slopes in Figs. 5 and 6 are comparable, with \( D = 7.60 \times 10^{-6} \) cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\) and \( 7.36 \times 10^{-6} \) cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\) for short and long times, respectively, giving an average value of \( 7.48 \times 10^{-6} \) cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\).

Using the expression for the limiting current, \( I \), under mass transport-controlled, steady state conditions at a microdisc electrode (equation 8) and \( 7.48 \times 10^{-6} \) cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\) for \( D \), the coulomb number, \( n \), was found to be 3.09.

\[
I = 4nFDrC \quad [8]
\]

where \( r \) is microdisc radius and \( C \) is concentration of DMAB.

In their evaluation of peak current versus sweep rate (\( v^{1/2} \)) at a macroelectrode, Sargent et al. [7] estimated a value of \( 8.55 \times 10^{-6} \) cm\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\) for the diffusion coefficient of
DMAB where they assumed that 2 electrons were transferred in the oxidation reaction.

It may be tentatively assumed that D for the species responsible for the second anodic wave is comparable to that of the first. Hence, given that the oxidation current associated with the first and second stages is equal, a value of 3 for n has also been assigned to the second oxidation stage, implying a total 6-electron loss for DMAB oxidation. For low concentrations of DMAB (up to a maximum of 1 mmol dm\(^{-3}\)) the first anodic wave may be further resolved displaying three equal shoulders on the wave as shown in Fig. 7. The transfer of 1 electron has been assigned to each step. The ability of microelectrodes to facilitate the analysis of low concentrations of electroactive species has enabled this identification of three 1-electron steps within the first oxidation wave which has not been reported previously for DMAB oxidation.

Osaka et al. [6] proposed the reaction mechanism given below with the exception of steps (b\(^{*}\)), (d\(^{*}\)) and (f\(^{*}\)) to account for the overall oxidation reaction given earlier by equation 2. We propose a modified pathway replacing steps (b), (d) and (f) with (b\(^{*}\)), (d\(^{*}\)) and (f\(^{*}\)), respectively, under conditions of sufficiently high OH\(^{-}\) content. Our pathway favours the OH\(^{-}\) ion-mediated electron removal over dehydrogenation for five-coordinate intermediate oxidation products, BH\(_x\)(OH)\(_y\), where x + y = 5. A coulomb number of 6 estimated from the earlier data using the diffusion coefficient determined supports the electron transfer suggested in this modified scheme. The analysis of the first wave which showed a direct correlation between the wave height and DMAB concentration and the coulomb number of 3 for that reaction would also suggest that the proposed modified pathway is a realistic interpretation of the DMAB
oxidation mechanism. The hydrogen gas evolution pathway has been shown to be a limiting case in this mechanism when the ratio of constituents more readily facilitates this reaction. It is suggested that the 1-electron oxidation reactions shown in steps (a), (b*) and (c) may correspond to the three 1-electron oxidation steps observed in the cyclic voltammetric response shown in Fig. 7 for 0.90 mmol dm$^{-3}$ DMAB at gold microdisc in 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaOH at 100 mV s$^{-1}$.

**Reaction pathway:**

(a) $\text{BH}_3(\text{OH})^- + \text{OH}^- = \text{BH}_3(\text{OH})_2^- + e^-$

(b) $\text{BH}_3(\text{OH})_2^- = \text{BH}_2(\text{OH})_2^- + \frac{1}{2} \text{H}_2$

(b*) $\text{BH}_3(\text{OH})_2^- + \text{OH}^- = \text{BH}_2(\text{OH})_2^- + e^- + \text{H}_2\text{O}$

(c) $\text{BH}_2(\text{OH})_2^- + \text{OH}^- = \text{BH}_2(\text{OH})_3^- + e^-$

(d) $\text{BH}_2(\text{OH})_3^- = \text{BH}(\text{OH})_3^- + \frac{1}{2} \text{H}_2$

(d*) $\text{BH}_2(\text{OH})_3^- + \text{OH}^- = \text{BH}(\text{OH})_3^- + e^- + \text{H}_2\text{O}$

(e) $\text{BH}(\text{OH})_3^- + \text{OH}^- = \text{BH}(\text{OH})_4^- + e^-$

(f) $\text{BH}(\text{OH})_4^- = \text{B}(\text{OH})_4^- + \frac{1}{2} \text{H}_2$

(f*) $\text{BH}(\text{OH})_4^- + \text{OH}^- = \text{B}(\text{OH})_4^- + e^- + \text{H}_2\text{O}$

Combining steps (a)-(f*) with the omission of (b), (d) and (f) gives equation 4 where n is 6. Clearly to realise this n value and avoid hydrogen gas evolution R must equal or exceed 6. The reaction pathway proposed by Osaka et al. [6] including hydrogen gas evolution is a limiting case of the mechanism we propose which may be observed at low OH$^-$ concentration. It is suggested that the actual oxidation of DMAB could
more realistically be described by equation 9, depending on the value of R, the ratio of OH\textsuperscript{-} to DMAB.

\[ \text{BH}_3(\text{OH})^- + n\text{OH}^- = \text{B(OH)}_4^- + (3-\frac{n}{2})\text{H}_2 + (n-3)\text{H}_2\text{O} + ne^- \] [9]

where \( n = 3 - 6 \).

4. Conclusion

This work has shown that DMAB oxidation on gold microelectrodes may be observed to occur in two 3-electron waves. The first wave has been further resolved into three 1-electron steps. An overall coulomb number of 6 has been determined from the data acquired using the diffusion coefficient determined directly using chronoamperometry at the microdisc electrode. This analysis has yielded parameters that had not been previously established for this system. The concentration range over which the reproducible 6-electron oxidation was determined has been demonstrated. The stoichiometry of the reaction varies depending on the ratio of OH\textsuperscript{-} to DMAB, with hydrogen evolution gaining increasing significance as this ratio decreases. The oxidation can be more comprehensively described in terms of a variable coulomb number depending on the conditions employed. This result is potentially enabling in electroless deposition processing where the need for a better understanding of all aspects of the deposition process is key to the development and optimisation of electroless solutions.
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Figure legends.

Fig. 1  Cyclic voltammogram (-0.75 to +0.68 V) at gold microdisc in 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaOH at 100 mV s$^{-1}$.

Fig. 2  Cyclic voltammogram (-1.15 to 0.50 V) of 10 mmol dm$^{-3}$ DMAB at gold microdisc in 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaOH at 100 mV s$^{-1}$.

Fig. 3.  Cyclic voltammogram (-1.15 to -0.55 V) of DMAB (a) 5, (b) 40, (c) 70 and (d) 130 mmol dm$^{-3}$ at gold microdisc in 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaOH at 100 mV s$^{-1}$.

Fig. 4  Plot of steady-state current at –0.55 V vs. concentration for 10 mmol dm$^{-3}$ DMAB at gold microdisc in 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaOH at 100 mV s$^{-1}$.

Fig. 5  Plot of ratio of $I(t)/I_{ss}$ vs. inverse $t^{-1/2}$ for 20 mmol dm$^{-3}$ DMAB at gold microdisc in 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaOH. $I(t)$ in response to a potential step from –1.15 to –0.55 V was recorded at a sampling rate of 0.1 ms per point over a timescale of 0.9 s.

Fig. 6  Plot of ratio of $I(t)/I_{ss}$ vs. inverse $t^{-1/2}$ for 20 mmol dm$^{-3}$ DMAB at gold microdisc in 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaOH. $I(t)$ in response to a potential step from –1.15 to –0.55 V was recorded at a sampling rate of 10 ms per point over a timescale of 9 s.

Fig. 7  Cyclic voltammogram (-1.15 to -0.55 V) of 0.90 mmol dm$^{-3}$ DMAB at gold microdisc in 1 mol dm$^{-3}$ NaOH at 100 mV s$^{-1}$. 
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